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Thrustmaster 4460188 gaming controller accessory Replacement
parts kit

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 4460188

Product name : 4460188

ESWAP X Blue Color Pack

Thrustmaster 4460188 gaming controller accessory Replacement parts kit:

ABOUT ESWAP X BLUE COLOR PACK
Thrustmaster is thrilled to offer a pack of camo-inspired modules for the ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER,
allowing users to expand their gaming comfort zone.

Modules with new shapes and textures let you push your boundaries and take your gaming to the next
level — with 7 modules, plus 2 additional mini-stick caps.

The ESWAP X BLUE COLOR PACK features next-generation (NXG) analog mini-sticks: the ESWAP S5BC
NXG MINI-STICK MODULE. These new mini-sticks provide enhanced precision and a longer lifespan in
relation to previous Thrustmaster mini-sticks. Gamers will enjoy better physical resistance (+33%),
improved re-centering precision (+66%), and double the lifespan for the built-in mini-stick buttons
(+100%), compared with previous mini-sticks in Thrustmaster’s range of gamepads.

This product is officially licensed for Xbox Series X|S, and is also compatible with both Xbox One and PC
(Windows 10).

Features

Gaming platforms supported * Xbox One
Product type * Replacement parts kit
Product colour Black, Blue, White
Brand compatibility Thrustmaster
Country of origin China

Packaging data

Package width 76 mm

Packaging data

Package depth 227 mm
Package height 43 mm
Package weight 312 g

Weight & dimensions

Weight 88 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 9504500000
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